LoadRunner

LoadRunner (LR) focuses on modernizing the scripting technologies and providing DevOps features, including integration into CI tools, 3rd party and open source tools (such as Jmeter and Dynatrace) and advanced analysis capabilities.

What’s New Over the Last 2 Years

Getting The Most From Your Testing Ecosystem: Integrations with 3rd Party Solutions.

- Dynatrace integration is now available, monitors can be added directly while designing your LR scenario, while all the data is consolidated and reported back into LR UI.
- LR allows the users the possibility to execute JMeter scripts as part of our scenarios.
- Dockerized Load Generator.

Reduced Scripting Time and Modern Protocol Support

- The Web/HTTP protocol it is being renovated.
- TruClient Record Once, Replay All: significantly reduces scripting time and eliminates the need of maintaining separate scripts.
- JavaScript as a new scripting language for the Web - HTTP/HTML protocol, empowering scripting capabilities.
- IoT protocols - MQTT and CoAP.

Acceleration of Root Cause Analysis: NV Insights, Client Side Breakdown

- Critical applications and tests, requires monitoring while the test is being executed;

if there are issues the performance engineer must be able to identify those real time and suggest accordingly.

Did You Know?

LR Community Edition. LoadRunner is delivered with a Community Bundle license:

- A permanent bundle that lets you run 50 Vusers – for free, forever!
- All protocols are included except for GUI, COM/DCOM and protocols in the template bundle.
- Network Virtualization (NV) Insights report with up to 2 NV virtual locations.
- NV Analytics report in VuGen.

No Controllers to buy. In the new pricing structure, controllers are no longer sold separately! Virtual User price includes Controller. Virtual Users are sold per protocol, and the price is per virtual user.

LoadRunner Worldwide Add-on. “LoadRunner Virtual User license key must be installed on a LoadRunner Controller at a Site that is located within the same country as the software was licensed”. LoadRunner Worldwide Add-on will allow LoadRunner customers to use the product from any location!

Independent Health

“It’s nice to have one consolidated toolset [LoadRunner] for everything whether it’s web, desktop applications, API testing or performance testing… As we look into the future and more of a DevOps environment, we’re looking at passing scripts across all levels of the development chain”
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